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ABSTRACT
The diagnosis delay in new cases of HIV infection is a frequent fact. Our objective was to detect and analyse the lost
opportunities and describe the characteristics of these patients. Method: The search was done by a revision of personal
histories of new diagnosis of HIV infection from 1st January to 31st December 2011 in the database of VACH. We selected those that had consulted a doctor in the previous year in the Emergency area, Primary Care and Specialised Consultations in the database of the histories of the Public Health Service. We called low attendance if they came 1 - 3
times and high if over 3. We grouped patients into those that fulfilled criteria of diagnosis delay by count of CD4s. We
called no diagnosis delay to those that had count of CD4 over 350, diagnosis delay under 350 and advanced disease
under 200. Results: There were 107 new cases. The global percentage of DD was 61.7% of cases. From these, 45.38%
fulfilled criteria of AD. It was possible to find information about the existence of previous sanitary attendance in 59
patients. From these 58% were diagnosed with delay, fulfilling criteria of AD in 27%. The predominant means of infection was sexual. 35 patients attended a healthcare level, 19 two and 5 three. 47.5% consulted over 3 times. They requested a total of 274 consultations. Discussion: The diagnosis delay is a reality. It took our attention that from 59 patients having requested previous medical assistance 58% were diagnosed with delay and 27% fulfilled criteria of AD.
We found that almost half of them had been attended in 4 and up to 14 times, in some occasions with suggestive symptoms of HIV infection. Facing this discovery we think that some interventions should be undertaken to get an early diagnosis and the control of the outbreak.
Keywords: HIV; Diagnosis Delay

1. Introduction
The diagnosis delay in the new cases of HIV infection in
Spain was a frequent fact (45% - 67%) and recognised
some years ago [1,2]. This helps to explain that the outbreak is not under control [3] and that every year thousands of new people infected by HIV are diagnosed [1].
There exists factors that depend on the own infected with
HIV people [3] but others that involve the Public Health
System in which there would be the responsibility of taking part. Our objective is to detect and analyze the lost
opportunities and describe the epidemiological characteristics of the patients diagnosed with delay.

2. Material and Methods
The search of new cases was made by a protocolled revision of the clinical histories of the new cases diagnosed
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

of HIV infection in Puerto Real University Hospital Infectious Disease Clinical Management Unit, which sanitary area included approximately 320,000 people in the
period from 1st January to 31st December 2011, in our
database VACH (AdvanCedHiv 2009, Medial Desarrollos S.L.) updated version v.2. We selected those that had
anytime gone to consult a doctor from the Andalusian
Public Health Service in the previous year to the diagnosis in the Emergency area, General Practitioner or specialized consultations.
We grouped patients into those that met the criteria of
diagnosis delay by the count of CD4. This way we called
no diagnosis delay to those that had CD4 counts over 350,
diagnosis delay under 350 and advanced disease to
counts under 200.
We investigated the sanitary database of the unique
personal history of the Andalusian Public Health Service
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in the hospital database to know the number of times that
the patient had consulted a doctor in the emergency area,
general practitioners and specialized consultations during
the previous year to the diagnosis and the motifs of that
consultation. Furthermore, we analyzed patients that had
attended one or several healthcare levels. As to the range
of frequency of attention, we called low attendance to
those patients that came between one and three times to
any level of healthcare and high attendance to those who
came over 4 times. With this information a database was
performed and the data was analyzed with the SPSS 18.0
statistical programme.

3. Results
In the period of time between 2005 and 2011, 107 cases
were diagnosed. In our series the global percentage of diagnosis delay was 61.7% of the cases (66 patients). From
these, 45.38% (30 patients) fulfilled the criteria of advanced disease.
It was possible to find information about the existence
of sanitary assistance in the previous year to the diagnosis in 59 patients (45 men and 14 women). The median of
age found was 40 years-old. From these, 34 were diagnosed with delay (58%), fulfilling the criteria of advanced disease in 16 (27%). The main way of infection
was the sexual one: 49% heterosexual and 47% homosexual. The use of intravenous drugs meant 3% of the
cases.
As to the cultural level 54% did not have any studies
or just primary studies and 36% had medium or higher
education. 35 patients attended an only healthcare level
(60% GPs, 23 Emergencies and 17% specialized consultations), 19 to two levels and 5 patients to the three
healthcare levels. In relation to the frequency of attendance, 52% of patients had low attendance and 47.5%
went over three times. They applied for a total of 274
consultations, among which we highlight: 14.6% due to
febrile syndromes without apparent focus, 11.7% for
constitutional syndrome, 10.6% for diarrhea, 9.8% had
any sexually transmitted disease (STD), 8.8% respiratory
symptoms with or without fever and 8.4% for dermatological lesions.

4. Discussion
The objective of our present work is to transfer some reflections after checking some clinical facts in the daily
routine practice of an infectious disease consultation that
has concerned us. The HIV outbreak is not under control in Spain [1,3]. Several thousands new people are infected each year, despite consciousness raising campaigns and the information transmitted to the population
and the affected organizations. In the last 6 years, in the
Infectious Diseases Clinical Management Unit, we have
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

diagnosed 107 new cases of infected people by HIV,
mainly male (74.8%) and in 90.7% of cases the way of
transmission was the sexual one.
The diagnosis delay goes on being a reality both in the
rest of the Spanish series (45% - 67%) [1,4,5] and in ours,
with unacceptable percentages. There exists another datum even more worrying, which is that more than 25% of
the cases had the criteria of an advance disease or even
that 1 of each 4 cases had been diagnosed coinciding with
an opportunistic disease of AIDS [1,4]. Our results were
even a bit higher: 61.7% of diagnosis delay and from
these, 45.38% presented with advanced disease criteria.
What attracts our attention is that from 59 patients that
in any occasion had asked for medical assistance previously, 58% were diagnosed with delay, fulfilling criterion of advance disease in 27%. Furthermore we find that
almost half of the cases (44.7%) had attended any doctor
from 4 to 14 times or even in the three healthcare levels.
However, it should be marked that the study being retrospective is a limitation, since it is difficult to get all the
data, and some cases could have been underestimated
due to private centres attendance, which have not been
taken into account. In our series a total of 274 consultations were made, in many cases with symptoms that clinically were suggestive of HVI infection.
Patients diagnosed with delay had mainly consulted
for constitutional syndromes, febrile syndromes without
apparent focus, diarrhoea, sexually transmitted diseases,
dermatological lesions, respiratory infections and otorhinolaryngological symptoms in one and multiple occasions without anyone asking for an HIV detection test.
(Table 1).
In our opinion, the explanation of this phenomenon
goes over the simple knowledge of the diagnosis criterions
and lies on the fact that some professionals go on having
queries about an adequate performance. The HIV infection was treated in a different way from other infections
during the 80s and 90s, because of the consequences of
marginalization and the impact it had, which has been
known as “AIDS excepcionalism” [6,7]. Since then this
approach has changed a lot but it has probably not been
correctly conveyed to professionals, even in the internship formation. Since 2005, at least, there exists arguments against this uniqueness [6,7]: there exists HART
which is not used due to delayed diagnosis, a sufficient
mobimortality reduction and mother-child transmission
[8]. In 2006 the specific Guideline CDC made upwards
recommendations to increase the offer to these HIV-test
in homosexual, IV drug users, people with a high number
of couples or immigrants from countries with the high
prevalence [9]. All publications, advices and recommendations, from then, went in the same direction: to support
the HIV test active offer not only for the diagnosis but to
propose treatment [10-12]. In Spain there are no doubts
WJA
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Table 1. Analysis of epidemiological characteristics of patients as they presented or not clinical criteria of diagnosis delay.
CD-4(N)

NDD (>350)

DD
(<350 - 200)

AD (<200)

N.
Patients

25

18

16

Sex

Men:2,
Women:5

Men:14,
Women:4

Men:11,
Women:5

Mode of
Transmission

Number of Healthcare Levels
Consulted

HTX:10, HMX:15,
IVDU:0

One Level:16 (PHC:9; ES:5;
EC:2), Two Levels:6, Three
Levels:3

Constitutional sd.:14,
Febrile sd.l:12, Diarrhea:9,
Low:12, High:13
Inf. Resp. Aff:6,
Dermatological lesions:5,
STD:5, ORL symptoms:5

HTX:9, HMX:8,
IVDU:1

One Level:11 (PHC:6; ES:2;
EC:3), Two Levels:6,
Three Levels:1

Low:10, High:8

Constitutional sd.:5, Febril
sd:6, Diarrhea:4, Inf. Resp.
Aff.:4, Dermatological
lesions:7, STD:5, ORL
symptoms:5, CNS:3

Low:9, High:7

Constitutional sd.:6,
Febrile sd.:8, Diarrhea:3,
Inf. Resp. Aff: 4,
Dermatological lesions:4,
STD:4, ORL symptoms:4,
CNS:1

HTX:10, HMX:4,
IVDU:2

One Level:8 (PHC:6; ES:1; EC:1),
Two Levels:7, Three Levels:2

Attendance

Symptomatology

N: number; NDD: no diagnosis delay; DD: diagnosis delay; AD: advanced disease; HTX: heterosexuals; HMX: homosexuals; IVDU: intravenous drug users;
PHC: primary health care; ES: emergency service; EC: specialised consultations; Sd: syndrome; Inf resp. Tr. Aff.: inferior respiratory tract affectation; STD:
sexually transmitted disease; ORL: otorhinolaryngological; CNS: central nervous system. Symptomatology: number of consultations made with relevant symptomatology.

about it since the proposal of treatment is done right after
the diagnosis if it is indicated by the doctor.
But apart from the patients that require attendance because of presenting with clinical suspicion, our position
is that HIV test should be included without any reserve
and even without previous information. There exists proposals of active strategies to detect HIV even in patients
without clinical suspicion, with an experience in this
sense not only in Asiatic countries [13] but in Spain [14]
which has demonstrated the profitability of these strategies in the early detection of HIV infected people [14,
15].
In conclusion, there exists factors for the diagnosis delay not only in relation to the own citizen but others that
implies the Public Sanitary System [16]. Because of all
this, we consider that both the autonomic and national
scientific societies and the sanitary institutions should
take active action in ending the doctors caution and normalize the HIV infection as any prevalent STD in our environment to achieve the early diagnosis and control of
the outbreak.
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